Outsourcing in IP Prosecution in the Age of Distributed Teams:

A New Frontier

Virtual distributed teams are part of
our new reality — for all types of
organizations including law firms.
It’s not a new concept, but today it’s
becoming one that’s moved from
“optional” to “mandatory.”
In the past, I’ve spoken and written extensively about how IP
practices can benefit from remote working programs for both
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lawyers and staff — and how to structure and manage these
programs to achieve the greatest success.
In this article, I’ll explore outsourcing as a strategy for IP practices
to address their short-term staffing challenges, and improve the
performance of their IP prosecution teams over the long run.
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I’ll also examine what we can learn from IP practices that have

improve the overall efficiency,

successfully outsourced docketing and other tasks to external

visibility and productivity of

vendors, including insights from members of the Innovative

their IP prosecution teams.

Practices Forum (IPF), which is sponsored by Aurora North.
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Outsourcing Legal Support Services

Benefits of Outsourcing Elements of IP Prosecution

Legal process outsourcing has become more widely

Many IP practices find it challenging to hire, train and

accepted in recent years, particularly for “back office”

retain talent on their prosecution teams, even in the

functions and other non-client-facing roles in large

best of times.

law firms, as well as corporate legal departments.
A sudden change in circumstances — whether it’s the
Many firms have benefitted from outsourcing admin-

departure of experienced docketing specialists, staff

istrative functions — from document preparation to e

unavailability due to illness or other constraints, or an

-discovery support — which have enabled them to

influx of IP prosecution work requiring additional

cut costs and operate more efficiently and focus on

team support — can cause significant strain on the

delivering strategic value to clients.

organization.

However, when it comes to IP prosecution, adoption

By building relationships with outsourcing partners, IP

of outsourcing is still far from widespread. In a recent

teams can help manage capacity, risk and operational

poll of IP operations professionals at leading law

costs during uncertain times. Certain vendors may

firms we conducted, only 32% of participants said

also help to improve the speed and accuracy of IP

that their firms had utilized non-firm resources for IP

prosecution, depending on their specific areas of

prosecution tasks such as docketing.

expertise, the technology systems available to them,
and the robustness of their processes.

Some reluctance to outsource has stemmed from the
fear that outsourcing tasks could mean handing over
the “keys to the kingdom” to the vendor.
Now, there is a growing understanding among IP
prosecution teams that vendors can offer a subset of
skills that can be used strategically to complement
the skills of the internal team.
In light of the current economic climate, we see more
firms seriously considering a range of new staffing
strategies, including outsourcing to help manage the
surges in demand for IP prosecution work.
As your firm reevaluates policies, processes and tools
to support remote working, it may make sense to
consider if outsourcing certain administrative tasks
may help your IP prosecution team to reduce costs,
improve productivity, and operate more efficiently.
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The benefits of outsourcing for IP prosecution teams



include:

Round-the-clock support on demand. Based on
vendor location and the terms of service, you
may be able to extend your IP support operation



Cost-effective access to talent. Outsourcing part-

from eight hours a day to 16 hours a day or

ners are frequently able to offer competitive pric-

more. The faster turnaround and responsiveness

ing for their services due to their lower cost

this enables can enhance the performance and

structure. Vendors specializing in IP prosecution

productivity of lawyers and the overall IP practice.

tend to take advantage of favorable geographic
locations with more affordable local pay scales,



Greater insights into industry best practices. By

as well as economies of scale in training their

working with multiple firms, vendors can stay up

staff with the basic skills and knowledge required

to date on best practices at leading law firms as

for docketing and other IP administrative tasks.

they evolve in response to changing USPTO procedures, and can recommend ways for IP practic-



Workload flexibility and risk mitigation. When

es to improve the efficiency of their organizations

long-time employees leave the firm, or when

based on that experience. Working with out-

rainmakers suddenly bring in a lot of new

sourcing partners to document your IP team’s

business, IP prosecution teams often come under

existing policies and procedures can also surface

significant strain to keep up with a surging

new opportunities to streamline current process-

workload. Outsourcing can help firms to quickly

es. In addition, some vendors have developed

fill gaps and temporarily staff up based on

their own technology tools and processes that

demand. Some vendors are especially adept

help them execute certain tasks (such as incom-

at responding quickly to a new instruction,

ing IP transfers) faster and more accurately.

learning new processes, and adapting quickly
based on feedback.



Improved talent management and retention of
employees. By outsourcing administrative tasks
to vendors, IP prosecution teams have the flexibility to free up internal employees to focus on
other responsibilities, including client-facing
roles, where they can add more value or which
may be more aligned with their long-term professional development and career goals.
Talented team members can be incentivized to
stay with the firm for a longer period of time, as
they see opportunities to have a greater impact
on client service delivery, as well as opportunities
for future advancement within the firm.
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Challenges and Lessons Learned



But do you have the right technology and pro-

While there are many benefits to outsourcing admin-

cesses in place to control access and collaborate

istrative tasks, getting everything up and running is

securely with team members who work outside

far from a “turnkey” process. Instead, it requires a

the firm? Do you have automated workflows to

significant investment of time and effort — in build-

circulate documents for review and approval,

ing relationships, planning, training and communica-

send notifications, and track status?

tion — to ensure long-term success.
Are you using the right tools to measure, report
Law firms and IP practices in particular also have

and analyze the productivity of both internal and

critical requirements that need to be addressed

external team members? Work with your IT and

before they can outsource with confidence. Many of

security organizations to review what changes

these require thorough due diligence and detailed

are required, if any.

discussions with prospective partners, covering topics
such as the vendor’s approach to security, confidenti-



Conduct a thorough review of vendor security

ality and data protection, and the technology systems

protocols. Many firms are understandably hesi-

they use.

tant to outsource docketing and other administrative tasks due to security concerns. Do your

For IP teams embarking on this journey, we’ve com-

due diligence on how each vendor controls

piled a list of key considerations and best practices:


security and confidentiality, and protects sensitive
information. Most experienced vendors are

Assess existing processes and identify areas for

prepared to address security questions in detail

improvement. Take stock of your current IP pros-

and should be willing accommodate any require-

ecution organization: What are its strengths and

ments specified by your IT and security teams.

weaknesses? What is the workload of each team
member? Are there any gaps in terms of resources, skills or performance?

inform your strategy for what type of tasks you
will outsource and what qualities you will look for
as you evaluate possible vendor partners.
Review your own technology systems and readiness for outsourcing. The current global crisis has
forced many firms to enable agile working for all
employees.

Invest in training and quality control. As with any
vendor relationship, vendor performance is

Identifying areas for improvement will help to





contingent on adequate preparation and clear
definition of your firm’s requirements, thorough
training of external team members, and effective
day-to-day management.
Ongoing quality control, monitoring and measurement are critical. In particular, it’s important to
flag any performance issues immediately so that
they can be corrected, rather than wait for them
to compound and cause bigger problems later.
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Communicate with your internal team about the

to better assess how to allocate work — and

role of external vendors. It is important to com-

make sure that the right team members (internal

municate openly with your team about why the

or external) are focused on the right activities.

firm is outsourcing work to third parties, what
types of tasks will be outsourced, and how you

Planning for Contingencies

envision the internal and external teams working

Having the ability to extend your internal IP prosecu-

together in the future. Involving the team with

tion team with additional team members via out-

training and quality control of vendors can be

sourcing partners is a prudent strategy to manage

a win-win situation.

workload and staffing risks. Vendors specializing in IP
prosecution support can help IP practices bridge



Review vendor contracts thoroughly and cultivate

gaps in staffing, provide access to resources with ex-

relationships with multiple vendors. Work with

perience in IP administration, and help firms reduce

your procurement department or contracts ad-

operating costs over the long run.

ministrator to review any contractual agreements.
Is the firm adequately protected if something
goes wrong? How much flexibility do you have in
adjusting staffing levels over time? Another consideration is to build relationships with multiple
vendors, rather than putting all your eggs in one
basket with a single services partner.


Start with a pilot project. If your firm is new to
the concept of outsourcing or cautious about a
new vendor, it may make sense to start small.
Consider outsourcing discrete project work to
start with to get your internal team comfortable
with a new vendor, assess how well the vendor
performs, and identify any issues that might need
to be addressed moving forward.



At the same time, outsourcing itself creates new challenges which require careful planning and management. Try to think about what could happen over the
long term and how things could change with your
firm, your clients and your vendors — and plan for
those contingencies.
Indeed, when you start to consider possible future
scenarios, relying exclusively on internal resources is
not a risk-free proposition either, even if it feels like
the “safer” bet at first.
Outsourcing IP prosecution is not a “one size fits all”
solution for every firm, but a carefully managed program can improve efficiencies. A strategically managed program can also improve overall productivity,

Measure both internal and external team performance on an ongoing basis. By measuring team
productivity, you can identify and address any

deliver faster and more accurate performance, enhance client service — and help to retain your most
talented employees over the long term.

issues and reward good performance. Once you
have established benchmarks for speed and accuracy in completing various tasks, you’ll be able
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